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 To face the diversified tasks at school education 
in new age, the social concern with practical 
ability of teachers have been growing for last 
several years.

Introduction

 In teacher training, it has been 

recognized that realistic ability for 

teaching with ICT can be training 

and their envisaged lesson plan 

reflect pedagogical beliefs.







Back Ground 

 According to the neo-Vygotskian theory, we 
focus on Computer Supported Collaborative 
Learning (CSCL) as a communal environment 
and the frame of social interaction in elementary 
school teacher training 

 However, a few numbers of studies have been 
made on CSCL in the field of teacher education 
(e.g. Nason, Rod, Chalmers et al 2012). 
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Tools (Smart Device) in Teacher Training



Definition
Quasi-Lesson Study :

which provides opportunities to collaborate

with other prospective teachers across the 

plan-do-see cycle in pre-service training.
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Tools & Artifacts
 Tool (1) : Edu click (simple clickers)

which developed by UCHIDA YOKO Co., Ltd.

■ Lesson support System to 
make interactions among   

students/teachers

■ Teacher could check their 
intelligibility

■ Clicker derive the honest 
confession (in assessment)

Photo was cited from http://school.uchida.co.jp/index.









Tools & Artifacts
 Tool (2) : PF Note (systematic reflection)

which developed by UCHIDA YOKO Co., Ltd.

■ Power Feedback System to 
make a real time reflection 

for demonstration teaching

■ Teacher could check their 
reaction on lesson in detail

■ PF Note make an assessment 
of lesson more visible

Photo was cited from http://school.uchida.co.jp/index.
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Purposes

The purpose of my speech is as follow : 

 to examine the impact of integrating the 

clicker/projector into mathematics teacher 
training course and prospective teachers s’ 
view of teaching

 then to have a chance to think the roles & 
possibility of new technological tools and 
artifacts in (quasi-) Lesson Study 



Primary Findings

We could get the following two findings:

 Totally, the clicker could enhance the 

prospective teachers’ view  to learn how to               
teach in classroom collaboratively.

 Specially, real time response & analysis with     

PF note make it possible to change the belief

about flexibility in control of classroom lesson.



Methodology
Participants；

61 pre-service elementary school teachers 
from undergraduate school (private university) 

were selected for this research. 

Data collection；
Data were gathered in June 2015. 

Two types of data were collected: 

(1) Questionnaire investigation

(2) Clinical interviews  (please see my paper to appear)



Methodology

 Experimental 
Group A；(n=35)

Using “Edu Click”

 Control                     
Group B；(n=26)

Using “PF Notes”

We compare Group A with B by questionnaires   



Results of Questioner

 In factor of "Effective unison", the interactions 
are significant among groups and periods.   From 
the results of multiple comparison test, score of 
post test for Experimental group is higher than 
control group（p<0.01）

 In factor of "Personality first", and "Fear the 
profit", there is no interactions among groups 
and periods（F(1,61)＝1.94, F(1,61)＝1.58, ns）





Open Discussion 

 It might be good for us to introduce the 
new technological tools into Lesson Study 
in this decade. 

 So we will try to use the new tools in                
pre-service teacher training which means 
Quasi-Lesson Study  

 However, how do we handle this view ?




